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Yatzy Ultimate lands on Facebook
Yatzy Ultimate is now available on Facebook and calls up new challenge for all Yatzy
players.
Yatzy Ultimate, the top dice game with over 3.500.000 unique users on iOS and Windows Phone, has
just released the long waited version on Facebook. This opens up a new opportunity for all Yatzy addicts
to experience the unique roll-the-dice experience on their desktops and laptops. The Facebook version
seamlessly synchronizes with mobile versions where the player is logged in with Facebook account, so
he can continue his progress and unlock levels across multiple platforms.
The crisp design and challenging gameplay will provide players hours of fun rolling the dice and beating
high scores. The game features Yatzy, Maxi Yatzy and American Yatzy where they can show off their
Yatzy skills and with little luck, climb to the top of the Leaderboards.
Yatzy Ultimate takes you to unforgettable journey through the 5 levels starting at Noob Alley, moving
forward to Star Street and all the way to Hot Highway, where the stakes go up to 500K Game.IO chips.
For risk takers who want to beat the odds, Bet mode is the right place, while Online mode hosts the
most challenging online competitions featuring the top Yatzy players in the world.
So, fasten your seatbelts, because once you start the journey you won’t be able to leave it until you
become Hot Shot. Start playing Yatzy Ultimate on Facebook and get it on your iOS or Windows Phone
device for free, or enjoy full benefits with the iOS and Windows Phone paid versions.
To stay up to date with the upcoming Game.IO developments join them
on Facebook, Twitter and Pinterest or simply contact them on contact@game.io.
About Game.io: Game.IO is exclusive social casino multiplayer platform with Casino, Board and Dice reinvented
games and provides the players with the best of classic and modern games in a new and exciting way.
More at contact@game.io.

